
Lezyne’s new Digital 
Over Drive ABS2 is a 
dedicated mountain 
bike track pump. 
What this means is 
it has a bigger air 
chamber, so pushes 
more air with every 
stroke, which is 
exactly what you 
want for infl ating big 
volume tyres or seating tubeless beads.

I’ve used Lezyne’s previous Over Drive 
fl oor pump for the last couple of seasons, 
but this new model has a couple of key 
updates. It still features an oversized 
aluminium barrel, stable base and extra 
long hose, but it now gets a new ABS2 
chuck. This is a lot more solid than the 
previous plastic push-on design, and the 
twist lock action means it stays in place on 
shorter valve stems or when pumping with 
gusto.

To accurately check tyre pressure, there’s 
a digital gauge on the base of the pump, 
but I’d like to see the bezel fi tted with a 
protective rubber gaiter to stop it getting 
damaged. I’ve actually cracked the glass on 
two of the Lezyne pumps I’ve owned. 

You can buy a good track pump for 
£50, so the Over Drive is a little pricey but 
I reckon the quality construction and new 
chuck make it one of the 
best MTB track pumps 
on the market. If you 
run tubeless or plus 
size tyres, it should 
defi nitely be on 
your shopping list. 

Paul Burwell

If these wheels have taught me anything, it is 
that carbon rims are about more than just weight 
saving. At 1,791g for the pair, they don’t break any 
records, but hot-swapping with some bog standard 
WTB alloy wheels, on my favourite trails, they 
accelerated faster and had better steering response. 
The USE wheels were sharper, more accurate and 
the change of direction was immediate compared to 
the duller reaction of the alloy wheels, and this gave 
the bike a more responsive feel.

The external cross-section is 25mm, but the 
thick carbon walls reduce the internal width to 
just 16.5mm. This is very narrow these days, and 
realistically restricts the tyre you can fi t to the rims 
to around two inches. I ran some Continental Trail 
King 2.2in tyres and even they were pushing it.

On the fl ip side, every tyre I tried slid on and off 
without needing a lever. USE also makes a big deal 
of the nano-coating, which is meant to stop dirt 
sticking. It did keep the rim surface pretty clean, but 
it didn’t make a difference to performance.

During testing I have managed to put a 5mm ding 
in the rear rim surface, but it hasn’t knocked the 
wheels out of true in the slightest. In fact, a sound 
thrashing over fi ve months with zero maintenance 
has not only left them straight as an arrow, but 
the bearings are still beautifully smooth, with no 
play. The freehub body is also virtually unmarked, 
and when I went to remove the cassette it just 

slid straight off. I have several lightweight sets 
of wheels with alloy freehub bodies that have 
distorted so much the cassette has had to be 
virtually hammered off, so this is another nod to the 
quality of the USE hoops.

These wheels could be lighter, and the rims could 
be wider, but if the narrow profi le fi ts the tyre 
sizes you run and you want something with the 
steering accuracy of a sniper rifl e, then this is a 
good value carbon wheelset built 
around some top quality hubs. 
And they should last and last too, 
which isn’t something you can 
say about a lot of wheels 
out there. 

Andy McCandlish

USE CARBON 29 CLINCHER
£ 1 , 2 4 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: front 827g / rear 964g • Rim Width: 25mm • Rim Depth: 30mm • Contact: ultimatesportsengineering.com

LEZYNE DIGITAL 
OVER DRIVE 
ABS2
 £ 8 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Max pressure: 60psi/4bar • 
Contact: upgradebikes.co.uk
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Not light, but fast,
accurate and solid

New twist lock chuck
makes fi tting easy
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